SPEED & POWER SOFTWARE
TM

Part of the SwiftWorks collection of marine performance software

SwiftCraft™ is a powerful designer’s tool for the speed and power prediction of monohull
vessels under 75 m (250 ft). SwiftCraft has been developed specifically for designers and builders
of motor yachts, patrol craft, small ships, supply vessels, ferries and other transit craft.
Built upon nearly 20 years of technical development by the experts at HydroComp, SwiftCraft
employs the most advanced parametric prediction capabilities to be found. Complementing the
strength of its calculations is its easy-to-use interface. Modeled on web navigation, it is ideal for new
users where a rapid learning curve is important and the time needed to complete a project
must be minimized.
What will SwiftCraft do for me?
SwiftCraft provides a user with an extensive set of features and calculations for the following speed and
power analyses (see the back of this sheet for details):

BARE-HULL DRAG || APPENDAGE & WIND DRAG || DRAG REDUCTION ANALYSIS
HULL-PROPULSOR COEFFICIENTS || PROPELLER AND GEAR RATIO SIZING
THRUST, TORQUE, POWER || CAVITATION || PROPELLER STRENGTH
What is special about SwiftCraft?
You will find a number of calculation features throughout SwiftCraft that are found only in HydroComp
software. These include a “method expert” to evaluate and rank the prediction methods, optimum sizing
of reduction gear ratio in conjunction with propeller sizing, analysis of the effect of propeller cupping, and
a physics-based equilibrium trim planing analysis.
Is it easy to use?
SwiftCraft is easy to use. It was developed with a new interface architecture which takes advantage of
a user’s familiarity with navigation of the web. This interface promotes the proper completion of tasks,
so new or infrequent users can quickly master the software.
How can I learn more?
Visit the SwiftCraft web site at:
www.hydrocompinc.com/swiftcraft/

Here you can review product details and example
screens, and even take SwiftCraft for a “test drive”.
A comprehensive set of technical specifications
are on the back of this sheet.

www.hydrocompinc.com

: technical specifications
Bare-hull Drag
Analyses for both displacement/semi-displacement (Ct-based) and planing craft are included. The
displacement/semi-displacement analysis is based on the ITTC-78 protocol with 3D form factor,
and an equilibrium-trim analysis incorporating all forces and moments is used for planing hulls.

Prediction methods for displacement & semi-displacement hulls include:
SIMPLE DISPL/SEMI || UBC TRAWLER || ROACH TUGBOAT || OORTMERSSEN
DELFT SAILBOAT (5 VARIANTS) || USNA YP || CRTS || HOLTROP 1984
HSTS || JIN 1980 || JIN 1988 || DEGROOT RB || DEGROOT HC
MERCIER || NPL || VTT RB || VTT HC
Prediction methods for planing hulls include:
SIMPLE PLANING || SERIES 62 || SERIES 65B || SAVITSKY
An associated drag reduction analysis can be used to determine how changes in principal hull
parameters affect drag.
Added Drag
A comprehensive appendage drag analysis can be employed, as well as a wind drag prediction.
Prediction methods for appendage drag include:

% VESSEL DRAG || RADOJCIC (SIMPLE) || BLOUNT/FOX (SIMPLE)
HOLTROP (DETAILED) || HOERNER (DETAILED) || SAILBOAT (DETAILED)
Prediction methods for wind drag include:
% VESSEL DRAG || TAYLOR (DETAILED)
Hull-propulsor Interaction Coefficients
A number of methods are available for the prediction of hull-propulsor interaction (i.e., propulsive)
coefficients. Prediction methods for wake fraction, thrust deduction and relative-rotative efficiency
include:

SIMPLE DISPL/SEMI || OORTMERSSEN || HOLTROP 1984 || SIMPLE SAILBOAT
SIMPLE PLANING || SERIES 62 PLANING || BLOUNT/FOX PLANING
Propulsion Sizing
SwiftCraft allows you to size your propulsion system based on a variety of design objectives to
determine diameter, pitch, BAR (blade area ratio) and/or reduction gear ratio. You can size the
system to match engine power or thrust loading (determined from the total drag), and include
information about parasitic losses (e.g., PTO) and design points.
Propulsion Analysis
The propulsion analysis provides a comprehensive review of the entire propulsion system for
a free-running vessel. The different open-wheel propeller types include:

B-SERIES || GAWN AEW || GAWN KCA
The propulsion system analysis provides results for:
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ENGINE RPM || ENGINE TORQUE || ENGINE BRAKE POWER || FUEL RATE
PROPELLER THRUST || PROPELLER EFFICIENCY || OVERALL EFFICIENCY
TIP SPEED || % BLADE CAVITATION || BLADE PRESSURE || RECOMMENDED BAR
An associated blade strength analysis can be used to identify a proper propeller material.
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To order, please contact HydroComp, Inc. or an authorized representative:

